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Abstract 

The basis for this paper is the hedging of multi-period rate of return 
guarantees. We show that the market value of these guarantees can be 
hedged by trading strategies satisfying Merton’s (1971) self-financing 
condition. We show expressions for these trading strategies both when 
interest rates are deterministic and when they are stochastic. We con- 
sider the return on two underlying assets, a stock and a money market 
account. It turns out that the hedging strategies for multi-period rate 
of return guarantees follows a discontinuous path, which is in contrast 
to the hedging strategies for traditional European options. Introducing 
stochastic interest rates changes the hedging strategies quite consider- 
ably. 
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1 Introduction 

Investing in a contract, that either be a traditional investment contract, 
a life insurance contract, or some other form of contract, the return on 
the investment is usually not known at the initiation of the contract, i.e., 
there are uncertainty to what return that will prevail. The return on the 
investment can typically be linked to the development of some underlying 
asset, that be a stock, an index, an exchange rate, an interest rate sensitive 
asset etc. The terms of the contact can be set so that if the development 
of the underlying asset is unfavorable for the investor, he will at least get 
a minimum guaranteed rate of return on the investment. Such a rate of 
return guarantee, or for short just guarantee, can have a wide range of 
different interpretations. The simplest is perhaps one that is only effective at 
the time when the contract matures, a maturity guarantee. This guarantee 
secures that the investment bears a minimum guaranteed rate of return over 
the whole contract period. In this paper we will focus on a more general 
guarantee, a multi period rate of return guarantee. This guarantee secures 
that the investment bears a minimum guaranteed rate of return in each of 
several sub-periods over the contract-period. To easier see the difference 
between these two kinds of guarantees, we can write down the terminal 
payoff on the maturity guarantee, IIM, and on the multi-period guarantee, 
IIN. Assume that the length of both contracts equals NA and that each 
sub-period is of length A: 

where X is the initial amount to bear interest, cyi the return on the underly- 
ing asset in sub-period i, and gi the minimum guaranteed rate of return in 
sub-period i. It is assumed that the terms of the contract are set so that the 
whole investment is done at the initiation of the contract and the payout 
comes at the end of the contract-period. Note that for N = 1 the pay- 
off for the multi-period guarantee coincide with the payoff for the maturity 
guarantee. 

Obviously, these guarantees imposes financial risk to the issuer of the 
contract, and in order to be able to manage this risk, we will in this paper 
find a set of hedging strategies that can be used to manage this risk. The 
strategies makes it possible to eliminate all the risk associated with such 
guarantees. 

Multi-period rate of return guarantees are most typically found in life 
insurance contracts, where the investor, or the policy holder, is, in some 
countries, by law guaranteed a minimum rate of return each year, i.e., each 
sub-period equals one year. In life insurance one also has mortality risk and 
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the possibility for the contract to be terminated prematurely, also known 
as a surrender option. These more special features regarding life insurance 
contracts will only interfere with the analysis to be done to find the hedging 
strategies. We will therefore not devote any time to this issues here, but we 
will instead focus on multi-period rate of return guarantees per se. 

It is easily seen that a maturity guarantee is equivalent to holding the 
underlying asset and a European put option. Assuming that the market 
value of the underlying asset is given as a geometric Brownian motion, we 
have the following expression at time t = t under the equivalent martingale 
measure Q: 

where Se is the market value of the underlying asset at time t = 0, r the 
constant interest rate, cs the diffusion term of the underlying asset, and 
W,, a, possibly multi-dimensional, standard Brownian motion. The market 
value of the maturity guarantee at time t = 0 can be written in the following 
way: 

7Tl = (1 +popc 

whereps is the market value of a put option, and at time t = t, t E [O: A) the 
market value is given by (see e.g. Black and Scholes (1973) and Miltersen 
and Persson (1999)): 

pt = eg-‘(-l-t)N(-dz) - $N(-dl) 

The length of the contract is assumed to equal A. N(,) is the cumulative 
normal distribution and dl and da are given by: 

dl = ln(St/So) - g - 7-(A - t) + 1, (A _ t) 
o,(A -t) 2 s 

d2 = dl - us(A -t) 

Hipp (1996) and Miltersen and Persson (1999) show that the market 
value of an N-period guarantee, AN, (for a constant interest rate r) can be 
written as the product of N maturity guarantees: 

TN = (1 +pO)Nx 

Brennan and Schwartz (1976) focus on the pricing of equity-linked life 
insurance policies with an asset value guarantee. This is basically the same 
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kind of contract as the maturity guarantee mentioned above. In addition, 
they also introduce mortality risk. Prom standard option theory we know 
that options can be hedged by continuous trade in the underlying asset 
and a risk free asset, typically a zero-coupon bond. Brennan and Schwartz 
show that maturity guarantees can be hedged by using the same technique, 
and they find the hedging strategies. Adjusted to our setup, this gives the 
following number of units invested in the underlying asset, at, and in the 
zero-coupon bond, bt, at time t = t, t E [0, A): 

at = 

bt = XegN(-&) 

(2) 

(3) 

Miltersen and Persson (1999) show that the corresponding hedging strategies 
when interest rates are stochastic, are given by similar expressions as the 
one in (2) and (3). In what follows we will for simplicity assume that X = 1, 
and X will therefore not be taken explicitly into account. 

Brennan and Schwartz (1979) show, even when allowing for transaction 
costs and discrete rebalancing of the hedging portfolio, that one still can 
remove a substantial part of the financial risk of these contracts. Boyle 
and Hardy (1997) focus on the pricing and hedging of maturity guarantees, 
both seen from a more standard actuarial point of view and from a financial 
economics point of view. They also include transaction costs and allow for 
discrete rebalancing of the hedging portfolio. Grosen and Jorgensen (1997) 
use American option theory to analyze interest rate guarantees that can 
be terminated prematurely by the investor. As already mentioned this is 
also known as a surrender option. They show by numerical calculations 
that the market value of these “American-style” guarantees can be substan- 
tially higher than for their European analogs. Reffs (1998) focuses on an 
instantaneous rate of return guarantee. This guarantee can be described as 
a multi-period guarantee where the length of each sub-period approaches 
0 and the number of sub-periods approaches infinity. This means that the 
investment always will bear an instantaneous rate of return that is never 
below the minimum guaranteed rate of return. The market value of this 
guarantee is an upper limit for the market value of the multi-period guar- 
antees to be considered here, whereas the maturity guarantee gives a lower 
limit for the market value. Gerber and Pafumi (1999) focus on a guarantee 
that includes a modified underlying asset, .!?t, which is given by: 

where K is a barrier that can either be a constant or an exponential function 
of time. This guarantee is also known as a reset guarantee. The idea behind 
this guarantee is that if the market value of the underlying asset falls below 
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K, there will be a continuous transfer of funds so that the market value 
of the guarantee never falls below K, but once the market value of the 
underlying asset rises, so will the guarantee. In addition to pricing this kind 
of guarantee, they also find the hedging strategies. 

We have not found any work with focus on the hedging of multi-period 
rate of return guarantees or any kind of multi-period assets. Because these 
kinds of guarantees can be found in real life, the results we present should be 
of some interest in regards to risk management. The fundamental difference 
between the hedging strategies when interest rates are deterministic and 
when they are stochastic should also make the results interesting from a 
theoretical point of view. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section two we find the hedging 
strategies for multi-period guarantees. In section three we illustrate the 
hedging strategies by some numerical examples. In section four we end the 
paper with some concluding remarks. In addition we have supplied three 
appendices, where the first gives some relations that are useful for the proofs 
given in the last two appendices. 

2 Multi-period guarantees 

Let us in this section turn to the hedging of multi-period guarantees. In 
order to find the hedging strategies, we will have to modify the closed- 
form solutions in Miltersen and Persson (1999) so that the market value of 
the guarantees can be found at any time t in the contract period and not 
just at the initiation of the contract. We do not give any proofs for these 
modifications, but they should not be to hard to accept. 

We will focus on two different kinds of economies. The first one is a 
standard Black and Scholes (1973) economy with deterministic interest rates. 
This is by now a standard framework, and a closer description can be found 
in Dtie (1988). In the second kind of economy we will allow for stochastic 
interest rates, and we will let the short term interest rate and the forward 
rates be described by the model of Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992). This 
is a fairly general model for bond pricing. Inspired by Amin and Jarrow 
(1992), we will combine the two frameworks mentioned above so that we 
can price and hedge several risky assets within a stochastic interest rate 
framework. For a comprehensive treatment of these ideas, the reader is 
referred to Musiela and Rutkowski (1997). 

The underlying asset that we used in the introduction can typically be 
interpreted as a stock. In addition we will also consider an underlying asset 
that is a pure interest rate sensitive asset to be called a money ma&-et 
account. Under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the market value of 
the money market account can be described as follows: 
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The money market account is a special case of the stock in that the stock 
also has a diffusion term. 

Miltersen and Persson (1999) show the following expression for the return 
on the money market account in period n: 

where: 

F P(t, nA) 
nA,t = 

P(t, (n - l)A) 

4, = jyA (& q~v,u)du)2dv+~;;lja (ln*q@,uJdu)‘dv 

c, = f-‘)” ( f”-‘)” u/(v, u)du) ( ~~;llA af(v, u)du) dv 

Of(V’1 u) is defined as in Heath, Jsrrow and Morton (1992). 

The return on the stock in period n can be written as: 

c, is the covariance between the rate of return on the money market account 
in period n and n- 1. From this we can clearly see that the rate of return on 
both the money market account and on the stock in one period is dependent 
on the return in the previous period. Since we use a continuous path for 
the interest rate, this seems intuitive. A high interest rate at the end on 
one period will typically be followed by a high interest rate in the beginning 
of the next period. Let us first concentrate on the case with deterministic 
interest rates. 

2.1 Deterministic interest rates 

When interest rates are deterministic and the stock price follows a geometric 
Brownian motion, there will be no correlation between the rate of return in 
the different periods. We know that as the time elapses and the stock price 
evolves, the return on the stock in one period will not be affected by events in 
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earlier periods. The return in the previous periods has already materialized 
and will obviously not be affected by changes in the stock price in later 
periods. We let the top-script d indicate that we are working with the 
guarantee on the stock return in a deterministic interest rate environment. 

Let %* be the realized return in the first n periods and let it be given 
by: 

n7rd =fimax(&,egz) 
z=l 1 

Let further K*‘” be the market value of the guarantees in the remaining n 
periods and let it be given by: 

where: 

dl,t = 
W&/So) - 9 - 14h.t)) + iad 

cd 2 
&,t = dl,t - “d 

where we have used that cd = St” o,(v)du. 
From this we get the following expression for the market value of an N- 

period guarantee at time t = t, dependent on the present period (denoted 
in the top-script by T): 

d.r 
?T,v,t = 

(T-UT* &N(,,,J + eg’P(l,rA)N(-d2,,))~*.i”‘i) 
r I 

For di,t and dz,t; we have to replace ln(&/Ss) by ln(St/S(,-i)a), t E [(T - 
l),T). 

From this we propose the following hedging strategy for period 7: 

Proposition 1. To get a self-financing hedging strate,gy in period 7, we can 
hold the following number of units of the stock: 

and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t = rA: 

Proof. In period r the market value of the guarantee in the previous and 
the remaining periods are constants. The proof is therefore equivalent to 
the proof for the maturity guarantee and follows by straight forward calcu- 
lations. q 
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2.2 Stochastic interest rates 

As already mentioned, considering a stochastic interest rate environment, 
the rate of return in one period is dependent on the rate of return in earlier 
periods. For the case with deterministic interest rates, only two assets are 
needed to replicate the market value of a multi-period guarantee, since the 
only uncertainty comes from the development of the stock price.’ As we 
will see below, the uncertainty about the market value of P(fiA, NA), 7i E 
{1,2,. . , N - l}, at time t E [O,fiA) forces us to use more than one bond 
to hedge the market value of the guarantee in the first N - 1 periods. The 
only bond that has a known value at time t = nA, n E { 1,2,. , N} for all 
t E [O,nA), is the one that matures at time t = nA. 

Although we only will consider two-period guarantees, this is sufficient 
to emphasize the impact done by relaxing the restriction about deterministic 
interest rates. It turns out that the trading strategies for the guarantee on 
the return on the money market account and on the stock return are quite 
similar. Considering the similarities between the pricing formulas for these 
two guarantees, this hardly comes as a surprise. 

2.2.1 The money market account 

By a slightly modification of the expression for the market, value of the 
guarantee on the money market account in Miltersen and Persson (1999), 
we get the following expression for t E [0, A) (p now indicates that we are 
considering the money market account): 

L1>1 = 
r2.t zN(-al, -bl,p) + ~F?_\,trg’-pu~r~t”~?~,Ni-nr. b2, -p) 

+P(t. A)eglN(q; -b3, -p) + P(t, 2A)eglTS’N(a4, bq: p) 

‘The only bond that is needed is the one that matures at time t = Nil. although in 
each period we have used the bond that matures at the end of the period. 
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where: 

a7 = 
- ln(M/M0) + 91 + ln(P(t. 4)) - +& 

bl = g2 + WF2A,t) - $& 

a!% ,t 
- W‘L?, ,t 

b2 = bl + ‘Jo>,t b3 = bl + pup,,t b4 = bl + pup,,t + uo?,t 

We now propose the following hedging strategy for the first period: 

Proposition 2. To get a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period, 
we can hold the follo,wzng number of unats of the money market account: 

+FzA teg?-P”J1,t’TJ?,tN(-a2,b2, -p) 

and the following number of units of the bond that matures at time t z!z A: 

($1 _ a7r;;l 
2,t - ----L- = eg*N(as. -b3, -p) 

ap(t, A) 

MtIMo F -^__ 2~ teg2-pos~~*u~2~tN(-a~, b2; -p) 
P(G4) ’ 

and the following number of units of the bond that matures at tame t = 24: 

8,1 _ 
%,t - 

aiT,P: 
dP(t,2A) = 

e(g1+g2)N(a4, b4, p) 

MtIMo 
+P(t,24) ’ 

-----FzA teg2-P”S,.tuj?.tN(-a2, b2, -p) 

Proof. Since the stock is a more general product than the money market 
account, the proof is just a special case of that given for the guarantee on 
the stock return in appendix C, and the reader is referred to this proof. 0 
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We can not suppress Fza,t’s dependence of the two bonds when calcu- 
lating the hedging strategies. This can easily be checked by using Youngs 
theorem. 

Now, let us turn to the second period. The return in the first period 
has already materialized, and in the second period it can be treated as a 
constant. It then follows that the market value of the guarantee at time 
t = t, t E [A, 2A), is given by: 

% = '@($N(di;t) + P(t,2A)e+(-&)) 

where &/So in dr,t and d2,t has to be replaced by hJtt/~Vl~, t E [A: 2A), and 
“d by 0~1 ,t 

We now propose the following hedging strategy: 

Proposition 3. To get a self-financing hedging strategy in the second pe- 
riod, we can hold the following number of units of the money market account: 

and the following number of units of the bond that matures at time t = 2A: 

ba,2 - &r&t 
'$ - dP(t,2A) = 

‘a8eq2N(-d2,t) 

Proof. Since the stock is a more general product than the money market 
account, the proof is just a special case of that given for the guarantee on 
the stock return in appendix B: and the reader is referred to this proof. 0 

2.2.2 The stock market account 

By modifying the expression for the market value of the guarantee on the 
return on the stock in Miltersen and Persson (1999), we get the following 
expression for t E [0, A) (6 now indicates that we are considering the stock): 

6.1 
r2,t = 

$N(-cl, -&,p) + ~F2*,teg’-“u6,..““z,tN(-a2,b,, -p) 

+P(t, A)eg’N(iig, -b3, -p) + P(t, 2A) eg1+g2 N(iid, $4, p) 
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where: 

a2 = a1 + /%sz,t aa = 61 + U&J 54 = 51 + Pa&J + o&J 

62 = bl + a>:t 53 = 61 + Po6,:t 64 = bl + Pq,t + U6*.t 
We propose the following hedging strate,T for the two-period guarantee 

on the stock return in the first period: 

Proposition 4. To get a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period, 
we can hold the following number of unzts of the stock: 

41 a$ 
a2,t = &- 

t 
= &N(-a,. -&,p) 

F2A t +__eg2-Pua,.tU6?.tN(-ii2,b2, -p) 

so 

and the following number of units of the bond that matures at time t = A: 

$1 = a7$: 
2.t A = eglN(ZL3, -83, -p) 

dP(t, A) 

St/So --F2A tegz-p”al,toaz.tN(-?lq, ba, -jj) 
W&A) ’ 
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and the following number of ,units of the bond that matures at time t = 2A: 

YZ,’ = 
ai+: 

dP(t,2A) = 
e(g1tg2)N(ii*, &,p) 

St/So 

+P(t,2A) ’ 
Fz4 teg2-P”sl,tu6sz’tN(-a2,b2, -p) 

Proof. See appendix C. 0 

Let us now turn to the second period and see how the market value of 
the guarantee can be hedged. In the second period, the return in the first 
period is a constant, and it then follows that the value of the guarantee is 
the same as a maturity guarantee multiplied by ‘7r6, i.e.: 

0 
=2,t = %r6 ($N (4.t) + P(t, 2A)eg2A~(-d2,t)) 

where St/So in dl,t and &,t must be replaced by St/S,, t E [A, 2A), and ad 

by 061 ,t. 

We now propose the following hedging strategy: 

Proposition 5. To get a self;fnancing hedging strategy in the second pe- 
riod, we can hold the following number of units of the stock: 

and the following number of units of the bond that matures at time t = 2A: 

‘xseg’N(-d2,t) 

Proof. Since ‘w6 is a constant in the second period, the proof is identical to 
the proof for the maturity guarantee and is given in appendix B. q 

3 Numerical examples 

To get some more intuition behind these hedging strategies, we will now 
present some numerical examples where we show the market value of the 
stock, the money market account, the guarantees, and how many units we 
must hold of the underlying asset and the bond(s). First we consider the 
case with deterministic interest rates. The following parameters are used 

(Sl = 92 = 9): 
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-Stockprice -Guarantee --.....#?hXkpbdl 
~.......#73tmksperad2 -##qt.l)pemdl -#Fw)perhd2 ! 

Figure 1: Hedging strategies when the guarantee is effective in the first period. 

so = 1 g = ln( 1,04) 0, = 0,20 p = 0,12 

r=0,05 A=1 N=2 

From figure 1 we can see that as we approach the end of the first period, 
the number of stocks held turns to zero. By conditioning on that eg > Sa, 
and taking the limit as t approaches A, this can easily be seen. Even though 
we arrive at time t = A with no stocks. we leave by a positive investment in 
the stock, i.e.: there has to be an instantaneous shift in the hedging strategy. 
We can explain this by that at the end of the first period the uncertainty 
about the return in the first period is almost fully resolved. At the beginning 
of the second period we start all over again, and to be prepared for the 
uncertainty, we hold a mixture of the stock and the bond. 

Let us now extend the example to a stochastic interest rate environment. 
The following volatility structure will be used: 

1 
as(t) = ii 0 0 

cp 
Uf(“; u) = ue-K(u-u) 

( i G-7 
where ii, 0, K, and ‘p are constants. This is the same model as in Miltersen 
and Persson (1999) and corresponds to the model by Vasicek (1977). We 
will use the following parameters (f(v, u) is the forward rate from time t = u 
to t = u, u > v): 
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6=0,20 D = 0,03 p = 0,12 K = 0,l 

(0 = -0,5 g = ln(1,04) so = 1 MO = 1 

7-o = 0,05 f(O,l) = 0,05 f(O,2) = 0,05 

Figure 2: Hedging strategies when the guarantee is effective in the first period (MM.-! 
is the market value of the money market account). 

In figure 2 we can see that the guarantee is effective in the first period. 
and at the end of the first period the number of units held of the money 
market account turns to zero, whereas at the end of the second period the 
number of units held of the bond turns to zero. In figure 3 the guarantee 
is effective in both periods. In the first period we can see the same pattern 
as in figure 2. From figure 4 we can see that when the guarantee is not 
effective in the first period, there will be held a short position in the bond 
that matures at time t = A and a long position in the one that matures at 
time t = 2A. However, the total amozlnt invested in the bonds at the end 
of the first period equals zero. From figure 2 - 4 we can also se that there 
is no instantaneous shift at time t = A in the number of units held in the 
bond that matures at time t = 2A. This can be explained by the fact that 
when interest rates are stochastic, in addition to hedging the market value 
of the guarantee, we also have to secure that we are abel to buy the right 
amount of bonds at time t = A. It can also be seen by taking the limit as t 
approaches A: 
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-Stock price -Guaranlee . . . . . . . #s@ckpe,od, . . . . . . . #Stocksp&j2/ 

!-*ql.l) perkId 1 __ WI2) perbd 1 - Wl,2) Period 2 I 

Figure 3: Hedging strateges when the guarantee is effective in both periods 

This means that the total amount at the end of the first period that is 
invested in the underlying asset and the bond that matures at time t = A 
will equal the amount invested in the underlying asset at the beginning of 
the second period. 

It should be mentioned that the interest rates we have simulated are 
under the probability measure Q and the stock price under the objective 
probability measure P. This does not turn out to be a problem in this 
example because we only want to present one development in the interest 

rates and the stock price, and then show what the hedging strategy looks 
like. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have found self-financing hedging strategies for multi-period 
rate of return guarantees. We found that introducing stochastic interest 
rates changed the hedging strategies quite considerably, but given stochastic 
interest rates, there were not much difference between the strategies for the 
guarantee on the money market account and the stock. One also has to 
use more than one bond to hedge a multi-period guarantee in a stochastic 
interest rate environment. At time t = iA, i E {1,2,. . . , N - 1) there will 
have to be an instantaneous shift in the hedging strategy. 
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Figure 4: Hedging strategies when the guarantee is effectwe in the second period 
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A Appendix 

In this appendix we will supply some relations that turns out to be useful 
in the calculations done in appendix B and C. 

First we can notice that under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the 
bond price can be expressed in the following way: 

s 

t 

P(t:A) = P(0, A) + r,P(v, A)dv + 
0 s 

t 

P(u, A)ap(t)dW?J 
0 

where: 

s 

a 
up(t) = - t of@, u)du 

In the following ap(t) will apply for the bond that matures at time t = A 
and ay(t) for the one that matures at time t = 2A. 
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&= 
at Of@, ~)d?q = -(-au(t) + u&)y 
acz,t 
at = 41’ ujf(4 4w(jn2* U/k UPU) 

= -+(t)(flY (t) - q)(t)) 

ah 
A 

-= 
at 

-us(t) 
I 

uf(t, u)du = ~.s(t)ql(t) 
t 

ak,! -= 
at 

-us(t) 
/ 

A2A Uf(G UP21 = us(t)(uY(t) - up(t)) 

~/%l,t~6~,t = a(~2 + k2) 
at at = (us(t) - up(t))(uY(t) - +(t)) 

au: t A A Ir= at -us(t)’ - us(t) 
I 

Uf(C u)du - ( t J t Uf(h 4w2 
w t 2 = at -(UY (t) - 4))’ = -(us(t) - up(t))2 

aN(x) - = n(x) 
dX 

74d2,t) = ~(~1,tl 
St 

&P(t,A) 

&I2 = ,-a32 St 
egP(t, A) 

,-a:12 - - e -a:/2e-S2-Pua,.t~62,t St 

P(t, A) 

e-b;/2 - - e -q/2 1 -e-e+P~s,.t~a,,t 
&Lt 

e-6:/2 - e -632 1 
eg2F2a,t 

For two variables, x and y, and two continuously differentiable functions, 
w and z, the cumulative binormal distribution is given by: 

N(w; z;p) = l UJ Jl = e-+f$$dxdy 
27r&q --co -m 
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From this we get: 

B Appendix 

In this appendix we will prove that the hedging strategy for the maturity 
guarantee on the stock return in the Amin&Jarrow economy is self-financing 
and that it hedges the market value of the guarantee. 

Both at = a(t,Sr,P(t,A)) and bt = b(t,St,P(t, A)) are twice continu- 
ously differentiable on [0, co) x Rx B. Since St and P(t, A) are It8 processes, 
it follows that at and bt also are It6 processes (see e.g. Bksendal (1995)). 
Define par cr, and Fb, ob as the drift term and the diffusion term of at and bt 
respectively. Application of Ito’s lemma to the hedging portfolio now yields: 

a& + blP(t,T) = aoSo + b&O: A) + lardSi+lbrdP(r;A) 

+l%h+h P(qA)db,+lda,dS,+ldb,dP(qAj (1) 

Condition 1. For the hedging Jtrategy for the maturity guarantee to be self- 
financing, the sum of the last line in (4) has to equal zero (see e.g. Dufie 
(1988)). 

By Ito’s lemma the market value of the guarantee can be expressed as: 

From condition 1 we get the following expression for the market value of 
the hedging portfolio: 

Bt = a&i + beP(O,A) + 1’ (a:~,& + bb,r,P(T, A))dT 

+ 1’ (a’+,(7) + b$P(r,A)q,(T))dW, (6) 
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Condition 2. By the unique decomposition property for It6 processes, we 

know that (5) and (6) must have the same drift and diffusion term if the 
hedging strategy is to hedge the market value of the guarantee, i.e., (S)-(6) = 
0, Vt E [0, A] a.s. 

We can now state a proof for that the hedging strategy is self-financing 
and hedges the market value of the guarantee. 

Proof. Calculate the derivatives and check that condition 1 and 2 are satis- 
fied. 0 

C Appendix 

In this appendix we will prove that the hedging strategy in proposition 4 is 
self-financing and that it hedges the market value of the guarantee. 

Both at = a(t, St, P(t, A), P(t, 2A)), bt = b(t, &,P(t, A), P(t, 2A)) and 
yt = y(t, St, P(t, A), P(t, 2A)) are twice continuously differentiable on [O, co) x 
W x LR x $ and are thereby It6 processes. 

An application of Ito’s lemma gives the following expression for the mar- 
ket value of hedging portfolio: 

a$,:& + b;,:P(t, A) + y$$P(t: 2A) = 

t t + I S,d&‘, + 
0 J P(T, A)db$,; + 

0 I 
t 

0 
P(r, 2A)dy;:; 

t t t + 
J 

da%‘,dS, +- J db$,;dP(T, A) + 
0 0 J dy;;dP(T, 2A) 

0 

Condition 3. For the hedging strategy in proposition 4 to be self-financingJ 
the sum of the last two lines in (7) has to equal zero. 

An application of Ito’s lemma yields the following expression for the 
market value of the guarantee: 
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61 &l 6,l 
“2,t = x2,0 + 

t an;,; 
S[ 

dT2.T 
0 -----dr + ads, ar 

A + ;!?&dS,)2 + &dP(r, 4) 
,2 

1 a2$ 
fZ aP(T, hj2 (dP(T, A))’ + ar5t 

aP( 7,2A) dP(T, 2A) 

1 a%+ 
+iaY(,,2A)2 (8) 

aZT$l 

+ asTayi;:2A)dS~df’(T1 2A) 

ah? 
+ aP(T, A)ag(7, 2A) 

dP(T, A)dP(r, 2A)] 

From condition 3 we get the following expression for the market value of 
the hedging portfolio: 

0 t = a;;;& T b$,;P(O, A) + &P(O, 2A) 

+ it [a;;td& + b;,;dP(T: A) i yq:;dP(T, 2A)] (9) 

Condition 4. By the unique decomposition property for It6 processes, we 
know that (8) and (9) must have the same drift and diffusion term if the 
hedging strategy is to hedge the market value of the guarantee, i.e.. (8) - (9) = 
0, V’t E [O,A] a.s. 

We can now prove that the hedging strategy in proposition 4 is self- 
financing and that it hedges the market value of the guarantee. 

Proof. Calculate the derivatives and check that condition 3 and 4 are satis- 
fied. q 
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